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Processing a Calibration Inspection
Purpose
This scenario describes how to process your test or measurement equipment in a calibration
inspection. The objective of a calibration inspection is to determine whether each piece of
equipment specified in the maintenance order meets the predefined performance specifications.
In this process, you:
·

Inspect the equipment specified in a maintenance order

·

Record inspection results for each piece of equipment

·

Valuate each piece of equipment

·

Make the usage decision for the inspection lot

Prerequisites
You have completed all planning steps for the calibration inspection.

Process Flow
1. The system creates an inspection lot automatically when a maintenance order is released.
For more information about the system activities that take place when the inspection lot
is created, see Automatic Creation of an Inspection Lot [Page 9].
2. You inspect the characteristics for each piece of equipment according to the information
contained in the inspection instruction.
3. You record inspection results for all required characteristics in each operation. When you
record inspection results, you valuate and close each characteristic in the operation, and
then valuate each piece of equipment for the operation.

When you record inspection results for a piece of equipment, you can also record
items for a maintenance notification [Page 8] (for example, if you reject one or more
inspection characteristics) and make confirmations to the maintenance order (for
example, to record inspection times)
4. You make the usage decision for the inspection lot to complete the inspection and to trigger
various automatic follow-up actions [Page 18].
5. You complete the maintenance order [Page 22].
See also:
Results Recording for Test Equipment [Page 12]
Usage Decision for Inspection Lot [Page 18]
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Inspection Instruction
Definition
An instruction that describes the contents and procedures of an inspection to be carried out at a
specific work center.

Use
The inspector uses the inspection instruction as a guideline for inspecting the goods in an
inspection lot. The instruction can be printed out automatically by the system when an inspection
lot is created or it can be printed out manually by the user.

Structure
The inspection instruction contains a summary of the data contained in the inspection lot and in
the inspection specification (for example, the inspection plan). Typically, the inspection instruction
contains the following type of information:
·

Description of material/batch to be inspected

·

Number of inspection lot

·

Date of inspection

·

Inspection operations subject to inspection

·

Inspection characteristics to be inspected

·

Inspection specifications for each characteristic:

·

6

-

Characteristic weight

-

Inspection requirement (for example, required or optional characteristic)

-

Recording form (for example, summarized value or original values)

-

Acceptance or rejection number

-

Valuation rule

-

Number of units to be inspected

-

Target value and tolerance ranges for quantitative characteristics

Short and long texts for inspection method (if available)
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Inspection Point (Equipment)
Definition
A reference object for carrying out several inspections and recording characteristic results within
an operation.
In a calibration inspection, each inspection point corresponds to an equipment number. In
addition to the equipment number, the inspection point may also include several other optional
fields that you can freely define.

Integration
When you plan a calibration inspection, you must maintain inspection point-related data in the
following planning objects:
·

Maintenance task list
At the header level of the maintenance task list, you specify the inspection point type
(inspection points based on equipment).
In the QM data at the operation level, you specify how the inspection points are valuated
when you record inspection results. You can valuate each inspection point (equipment)
manually or the system can valuate the inspection points automatically. The default
setting is a manual valuation of the inspection points.

·

Sampling procedures
For each sampling procedure used at the characteristic level of the maintenance task list,
you specify an identifier for inspection points based on the inspection lot quantity (plant
maintenance).
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Notification Item
Definition
Specific information about a damage or defect item confirmed in a piece of equipment. A damage
or defect item is:
·

Any property or attribute of an equipment that does not meet the specification of an
inspection characteristic

·

Any abnormal property or attribute you confirm for which inspection characteristics were not
planned
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Automatic Creation of an Inspection Lot
Use
When a maintenance order is released, the system automatically creates an inspection lot. In the
process of creating an inspection lot, the system:
·

Creates an inspection lot record in which it manages the inspection specifications and
inspection results

·

Copies the maintenance order number into the inspection lot record

·

Generates inspection specifications for each piece of equipment (inspection point [Page 7])
and work center, (that is, it copies the inspection characteristics from the maintenance task
list into the inspection lot)

·

Determines the inspection lot quantity based on the number of pieces of equipment specified
in the maintenance order

·

Determines which inspection characteristics must be inspected more than once (repeat
measurements) on the basis of the sampling procedures assigned to the characteristics in
the maintenance task list

·

Prints out the inspection instruction automatically, provided the automatic printout function
was set in Customizing for Quality Management. If this function is not set, you can print out
the inspection instruction manually, using the transactions for displaying or changing an
inspection lot

You cannot create an inspection lot manually. However, you can create and release
a maintenance order manually, which causes the system to create an inspection lot
automatically.

Prerequisites
You have completed all required planning steps [Ext.] for the calibration inspection.
See also:
Planning Requirements for Inspection Lot Creation [Page 10]
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Planning Requirements for Inspection Lot Creation
This example shows how the system responds when it creates an inspection lot, depending on
which planning activities were completed.
The first table below provides an overview of several examples (cases) in which different
combinations of planning steps were completed. The second table shows how the system
responds in each case.
Planning Steps

Case
1

Case
2

Case
3

Case
4

Case
5

Case
6

Case
7

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Was the maintenance task list
assigned to an order?

-

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Did you specify the field
combination for inspection
points in the maintenance
task list?

-

-

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Does the control key for the
operation specify inspection
characteristics?

-

-

-

No

No

Yes

Yes

Have inspection points been
assigned to the operation?

-

-

-

No

Yes

No

Yes

See
item 1
below

See
item 2
below

See
item 3
below

See
item 4
below

See
item 5
below

See
item 6
below

See
item 7
below

Was the inspection type
assigned to the order type?

Case / Item

System response

1

The inspection lot is not created.

2

The inspection lot is not created and the system records the status ILNC
(inspection lot not created) in the maintenance order.

3

The system creates the inspection lot and records the status ILCR (inspection
lot created) in the maintenance order. In addition:
·

The maintenance task list is assigned to the inspection lot.

·

Inspection characteristics are not created.

In this case, maintain the inspection point in the maintenance task
list; then call up the function to change an inspection lot to create
the inspection specifications.
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The system creates the inspection lot and records the status ILCR (inspection
lot created) in the maintenance order. In addition:
·

The system does not create inspection characteristics.

·

You can create unplanned inspection characteristics.

The system creates the inspection lot and records the status ILCR (inspection
lot created) in the maintenance order. In addition:
·

The system creates inspection characteristics.

·

The system sets the status ICHA (planned inspection characteristics
assigned) in the operation specified in the maintenance order.

·

The operation in the selection screen for results recording is highlighted and
printed on inspection instruction.

·

You can create unplanned inspection characteristics.

The system creates the inspection lot and records the status ILCR (inspection
lot created) in the maintenance order. In addition:
·

The system does not create inspection characteristics.

·

The operation in the selection screen for results recording is highlighted and
printed on inspection instruction.

·

You can create unplanned inspection characteristics.

The system creates the inspection lot and records the status ILCR (inspection
lot created) in the maintenance order. In addition:
·

The system creates inspection characteristics.

·

The system sets the status ICHA (planned inspection characteristics
assigned) in the order operation.

·

The operation in the selection screen for results recording is highlighted and
printed on inspection instruction.

·

You can create unplanned inspection characteristics.
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Results Recording for Test Equipment
Use
After you inspect each piece of test equipment, you record inspection results for each
characteristic in each operation to determine whether the recorded values are within the
predefined inspection specifications. On the basis of the inspection results, you valuate and close
each characteristic and then valuate each piece of equipment. The valuation specifies whether
you accept or reject the equipment at the operation level.
You can record inspection results for the equipment in an inspection lot using one of the following
functions:
·

Work list for results recording
This is the recommended method for recording the inspection results for test equipment,
especially if you want to process several inspection lots. Using this function, for example,
you can generate a list of inspection lots for each work center. You can then drill down
each inspection lot to display a hierarchical list of operations, equipment numbers, and
characteristics.
For more information, see:
Generating a Work List for Results Recording [Page 14]
Recording Inspection Results Using a Work List [Page 15]

·

Record inspection results for equipment
You can use this function if you want to record inspection results for a specific inspection
lot. To use this function, you must know the number of the inspection lot for which you
want to record results.

Integration
The valuation you make for a piece of equipment during results recording is a decision to accept
or reject the equipment. When you make the usage decision for the inspection lot, the system
makes a proposal on the basis of a follow-up action, so you can change the status of the
equipment.

Prerequisites
You can only record inspection results for the equipment if the system:
·

Created an inspection lot automatically on the basis of a maintenance order

·

Generated inspection specifications for each piece of equipment

Activities
When you record inspection results for a piece of equipment, you:
·

Enter an inspection result for each required characteristic

·

Valuate and close each characteristic

·

Valuate each piece of equipment at the operation level after all inspection characteristics
have been valuated and closed
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You can valuate the equipment manually or the system can valuate the equipment
automatically in the background. You set the valuation mode for the inspection point
in the maintenance task list (QM data at the operation level).
When you valuate the equipment, you can also make confirmations for the
maintenance order (for example, inspection time).
·

Record items for a maintenance notification, if you:
-

Reject an inspection characteristic for which the control indicator for defects recording
was set

-

Confirm an abnormality for which an inspection characteristic was not planned
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Generating a Work List for Results Recording
The graphic below shows how the system creates and displays a work list for results recording.
The system generated the list in this example on the basis of a work center and the processing
mode “1” (all characteristics).
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Recording Inspection Results Using a Work List
1. Choose Logistics ® Quality management ® Test equipment management ® Calibration
inspection ® Inspection results ® Work list ® Equipment (or Functional location).
A screen appears in which you can enter various selection criteria.
2. Enter the selection criteria in the corresponding fields (for example, inspection lot origin 14
and a work center).
3. Enter a value for the processing mode.
4. Choose Execute.
A list of the inspection lots that meet your selection criteria appears.

The list of inspection lots may be displayed in different colors. Choose Extras ®
Legends to display the color legend.
5. Double-click a folder and continue to drill down the structures until the system displays all
equipment and the corresponding the inspection characteristics.
6. Double-click an equipment number.
The system displays the screen for recording the inspection results for the
characteristics.
7. Enter an inspection result for each characteristic, then valuate and close each characteristic.

If you reject a characteristic for which the control indicator for defects recording is
set, the system automatically displays a dialog box in which you can record one or
more items for a maintenance notification.
8. Save the data.
If you must valuate the inspection points manually, a dialog box appears in which you
can:
-

Valuate a piece of equipment

-

Make confirmations for the maintenance order

The system does not display this dialog box if the inspection points are to be
valuated automatically by the system. The system valuates the inspection points
automatically according to the settings in Customizing for Quality Management.
You can still, however, call up this dialog box manually using the corresponding
menu function.
9. Accept or change the valuation and then choose Continue.
The system saves the valuation, exits the screen for results recording, and returns to the
work list.
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Recording Items for a Maintenance Notification
Use
If you reject an inspection characteristic for a piece of equipment during results recording or if
you confirm an abnormality for which an inspection characteristic was not planned, you can
record damage or defect items for a maintenance notification.
After you complete the inspection, you can process the maintenance notification further to
analyze the cause of the item(s) and determine what corrective action is necessary. The
maintenance notification in turn can trigger a repair order for the equipment.

Prerequisites
To record damage items for a piece of equipment during results recording, make sure that:
·

The notification type assigned to the inspection type in Customizing for Quality Management
is a maintenance notification

·

You have set the indicator for defects recording in the control indicators for the inspection
characteristic(s)
This causes the system to automatically display a dialog box for recording notification
items when you reject a characteristic. If you do not set this indicator, you can call up a
dialog box for recording notification items manually.
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Usage Decision for Inspection Lot
Use
The usage decision for an inspection lot confirms that an inspection has been completed. The
usage decision can also trigger automatic follow-up actions.
The usage decision can be made using one of several functions:
·

You make the usage decision manually [Page 21] for a single inspection lot.

·

You can make the usage decision manually for several inspection lots using the work list
function.

·

The system can make the usage decision automatically for one or more inspection lots by
means of preplanned, periodically executed jobs.

Prerequisites
You can only make the usage decision for an inspection lot if:
·

You have the user authorization to make the usage decision

·

The inspection lot is released

·

You have recorded inspection results for the inspection characteristics and all pieces of
equipment have been valuated for each operation

If you do not valuate each piece of equipment for each operation, you must confirm
that the inspection was not completed when you make the usage decision.
·

No active status exists for the lot which blocks the usage decision

Features
When you make the usage decision for an inspection lot, the system can also execute the
following functions automatically:
·

Calculate the quality score

·

Trigger automatic follow-up actions (provided they are linked to the usage decision code)

Automatic follow-up actions
When you save a usage decision code that is linked to one or more follow-up actions, the system
automatically displays a dialog box with the following information:
·

Preventive maintenance plan

·

Current cycle modification factor

·

Inspected pieces of equipment

·

Current status of each piece of equipment

·

Proposed status for each piece of equipment based on the valuation in results recording
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In this dialog box, you can confirm or change the proposed equipment status and cycle
modification factor.
When you save the usage decision code for an inspection lot, the system can trigger a follow-up
action that executes the functions described below:
·

Updating the equipment status
The system maintains a status for each piece of equipment in the equipment master
record. This status specifies whether or not the equipment is released for use. When you
process a piece of equipment in a calibration inspection, the inspection results may
indicate that the equipment no longer meets the predefined performance specifications.
When you record inspection results, you valuate the equipment with a rejection in one or
more operations.
When you save the usage decision code for the inspection lot, the system displays the
current equipment status (before you inspected the unit) and the proposed status (after
you inspected the unit). You can change the current status according to the proposal.

You can only change the status for a piece of equipment if the equipment type is
PRT-relevant.
·

Changing the cycle modification factor
The cycle modification factor specifies the inspection interval in a preventive
maintenance plan. For example, the results of an inspection may indicate that a piece of
equipment is currently still in order. In all likelihood, however, the equipment will require
maintenance before the next regularly scheduled inspection. In this case, you can
change this factor when you make the usage decision to shorten the inspection interval.
When you save the usage decision code, the system displays the current cycle
modification factor. If you change the current factor, the system updates the factor in the
preventive maintenance plan.
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By copying the function module for the follow-up action, you can implement your own
logic for changing the cycle modification factor (for example, on the basis of your
inspection results).
·

Updating measurement documents
If you have defined measuring points for your piece of equipment, the system can
automatically create measurement documents for each measuring point. When the
system executes this follow-up action, the results of the calibration inspection are
automatically recorded in new measurement documents. These documents are included
in the equipment history.
The system only executes this function if the master inspection characteristics in the
maintenance task list and the measuring point master records are linked together by
class characteristics in the Classification System.

As an alternative, you can use the function in QM to display the results history [Ext.]
for equipment or functional locations.
·

Completing a maintenance order technically
This function completes the maintenance order that triggered the creation of the
inspection lot for the calibration inspection. A maintenance order is completed technically
when all planned tasks for the order have been performed (for example, the calibration
inspection and all associated activities have been completed). Once an order has been
completed technically, it must then be completed from a business standpoint.

You can also complete a maintenance order manually [Page 22].

See also:
Automatic Usage Decision [Ext.]
Making the usage decision for a list of inspection lots [Ext.]
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Making the Usage Decision Manually
1. Choose Logistics ® Quality management ® Test equipment management ® Calibration
inspection ® Usage decision ® Record.
The initial screen with the functions for the usage decision appears.
2. Enter the number of the inspection lot.
3. Choose Usage decision.
The characteristic overview screen for the usage decision appears.
4. Use the possible entries help to choose an appropriate code for the usage decision.

You must use the possible entries help to choose the usage decision code because
the code key may not be unique.
The code group and short text for the selected usage decision code is displayed.
5. Save the data.
A dialog box containing information and proposed values for the automatic follow-up
actions is displayed.
6. Confirm or change the proposed values.
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Completing a Maintenance Order Technically
Prerequisites
The procedure for completing a maintenance order involves the following steps:
·

Completing the order technically
You usually complete a maintenance order technically once the planned maintenance
work (for example, the calibration inspection) has been completed.

·

Completing the order from a business standpoint
You complete a maintenance order from a business standpoint when you no longer
expect any costs to be posted to the order.

To complete an order from a business standpoint, you must first complete the order technically.
This procedure only describes how to complete a maintenance order technically.
For more information about completing maintenance orders from a business standpoint or about
maintenance orders in general, see Maintenance Orders (PM-WOC-MO) [Ext.].

Procedure
1. Choose Logistics ® Quality management ® Test equipment management ® Calibration
inspection ® Order ® Change.
The initial screen for changing an order appears.
2. Enter the number of the maintenance order you want to complete.
3. Choose Continue.
The header screen for the maintenance order appears.
4. Choose Order ® Functions ® Complete (techn.).
A dialog box for completing the order appears.
5. Choose Complete.
The maintenance order is completed technically, the appropriate status is set, and the
order is saved.

Result
You can now complete the maintenance order from a business standpoint, if necessary.
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Test Equipment Tracking
Use
Using this function, you can determine which inspection characteristics were inspected with a
specific piece of test equipment in the past. You may need this information, for example, if you
inspect a piece of equipment in a calibration inspection and find that the equipment does not
meet the predefined performance specifications. This means that any inspection characteristics
inspected and valuated earlier with this piece of test equipment may be not be valid and may
have to be inspected again.
This function consists of a report program that generates a list of inspection lots containing the
inspection characteristics inspected with a specific piece of test equipment.

Prerequisites
To use this function, the following prerequisite conditions must be fulfilled:
·

The system contains equipment master records for the test equipment. Identical pieces of
equipment must reference the same material master via the Construction type field in the
equipment master.

·

Either the equipment or material must be specified as a production resource/tool at the
operation level of the task list (for example, inspection plan or routing). In the inspection
planning phase, you usually do not know ahead of time which piece of test equipment will be
used in an inspection. In most cases, therefore, you specify the material as the production
resource/tool in the task list.

·

The test equipment is assigned to an inspection characteristic in the General data (optional).

·

The operation specifies the work center where the inspection will take place.

·

The test equipment's usage site is updated in the Work center field of the equipment master
record each time the equipment is checked out and returned for use. (In Customizing for
Plant Maintenance and Customer Service under Master Data in Plant Maintenance and
Customer Service ® Technical Objects ® Equipment ® Equipment Usage Period, the Work
center field (PPSID) should be defined as a history-relevant field.)

Features
This program lists all uses of a piece of test equipment at work centers specified in the
equipment usage list.

If two pieces of test equipment of the same type are used at the same work center
and you specified the material as the production resource/tool in the task list, the
program cannot identify which piece of equipment was used. In this case, both
pieces of test equipment will be listed.
The graphic below shows how this report determines which inspection characteristics were
inspected with a piece of equipment. The usage list tells you where (work center) and when (time
period) a specific piece of equipment was located. This information is compared with the
production resource/tool usage information in the inspection lot list. A production resource/tool
can consist of a material or equipment.
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“For which inspection lots or inspection characteristics
did I use caliper gauge 4711-1?”
Inspection plan / Routing
Material 4711, Caliper gauge

2

1
Caliper gauge 4711-1

Caliper gauge 4711-2

Usage List
4711-1

Usage List
4711-2

Period:

Used at:

Period:

Diameter

Diameter
Insp. char.: 10
Test equip.: 4711

Insp. char.: 30
Test equip.: 4711

Used at:

01.01.-31.03. Work Ctr A

01.01.-28.03. Work Ctr C

01.04.-31.07. Work Ctr B

03.04.-31.07. Work Ctr B

01.08.-18.08. Cal. Station

02.08.-14.08. Cal. Station

19.08.-31.12. Work Ctr A

17.08.-31.12. Work Ctr A

Inspection lots / Order
Insp. lot

Work center

01.01.-05.01.

100001

A

Use of Caliper Gauge 4711-1

10.01.-13.01.

100010

F

Insp. lot

15.01.-20.01.

100015

D

31.03.-10.04.

120011

04.04.-10.04.

120020
....

100001
120011

Period
01.01.00
31.03.00
....

Characteristic

Period

....

Diameter
Diameter

B

Activities
Choose Logistics ® Quality management ® Test equipment management ® Info system ®
Equipment ® Tracking to call up this program.
On the initial screen, enter the equipment number and then choose Execute.
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